
 

B O T T L E D   B E E R 

  

BREWDOG NANNY STATE 0.5% Scotland 

Brewing a full flavoured craft beer at 0.5% is no easy task! With a backbone of 8 different speciality malts, Nanny State will tantalise your taste buds & leave you 

yearning for more  £4.60 

  

MONDO ALL CAPS!  4.9% Battersea, Southwest London 

From one of the most reputable craft breweries in London, comes this American style Pilsner. American Cascade and Czech Saaz hops come to together to create a lager 

packed with flavour  £4.95 

  

CHIMAY BLUE  9% Belgium 

Chimay Blue is a dark beer with a powerful aroma whose complex  flavour improves as the years go by. Delicious with cheese  £5.85 

  

CHIMAY TRIPLE  8% Belgium 

Chimay Triple, with its golden colour, achieves a rare balance of sweet & bitter. Sometimes known as ’white cap’  £5.85 
  

DELIRIUM TREMENS  8.5% Belgium 

This award winning beer is now one of the most recognisable Belgian beers around, thanks in part to Brouwerij Huyghe’s signature pink elephant logo, but also because 

this blonde ale is a malty, spicy taste sensation with a long-lasting finish  £6.70 

  

REDCHURCH BETHNAL PALE ALE  5.5% Bethnal Green, East London 

Brewed in East London, the heart of London’s craft beer movement, Bethnal Pale Ale is a classic of the genre. Fresh fruit flavours and a rich caramel smoothness are 

achieved through blending American and New Zealand hops with the very best Maris Otter pale malts  £5.70 

  

KWAK  8% Belgium 

Deep amber in colour with a caramel-like aroma, spicy hop edge & hints of banana from the yeast. The sweet body gives way to a spicy & savoury finish  £6.70 

  

THORNBRIDGE WILD RAVEN  6.6% Derbyshire 

Five malts and six hops combine to provide this black IPA with aromas of dark chocolate and dark, roasted fruits and flavours of citrus, malts and a hint of coffee  £5 

 

BREWDOG VAGABOND  4.5% Scotland  

Citrus and tropical hop flavours and light caramel malts come together to make this a refreshing session pale ale. It’s  got the lot, apart from one thing - gluten  £4.95 

  

TINY REBEL DIRTY STOP OUT  5% Wales 

This smoked oat stout is, unsurprisingly, dark and smoky. Nine malts give the beer a rich, complex body. To balance all the maltiness, it’s packed with Slovenian hops to 

provide an equalising bitterness that adds yet another layer of depth  £5.55 

  

LOST & GROUNDED RUNNING WITH SCEPTRES  5.2% Bristol 

Brewed by Lost & Grounded, the latest craft brewer to crash the party, ‘Sceptres is biscuit and hoppy with a slight hint of pepper. Lots of flavour, but undeniably a lager. 

Just a lager of distinction, that’s all  £5.25 

  

FULLER’S 1845  6.3% Chiswick, West London 

Best poured slowly, 1845 delivers sweet, fruit cake aromas, a dark tawny colour & dry finish that sings of spices & raisin  £4.80 

  

FULLER’S BENGAL LANCER  5.3% Chiswick, West London 

Inspired by the Bengal Lancer cavalry, this traditional English malt & Goldings hops deliver a distinctively hoppy & refreshing beer  £4.80 

  

GIPSY HILL SOUTHPAW  4.2% Gipsy Hill, South London 

Cascade, Simcoe and Magnum hops are melded with Maris Otter, Ruby, Crystal and chocolate malts to create an amber ale that is hoppy yet beautifully balanced, with 

sweet, roasted aromas. Southpaw was Gipsy Hill’s first full batch brew  £4.95 

  

REDCHURCH GREAT EASTERN IPA  7.4% Bethnal Green, East London 

An IPA with a big heart, and a big ABV. If you’ve opened a bottle, fruit salad is what you’re smelling and you’re just seconds away from enjoying a bold, punchy IPA. You 

can thank the generous amounts of dry hopping for that long-lasting aftertaste too  £5.85 

  

HITACHINO NEST  5.5% Japan 

This white ales is brewed with wheat, and flavoured with coriander, orange peel and nutmeg  £5.50 

  

TINY REBEL STAY PUFT  5.2% Wales 

How you got this far without a marshmallow porter in your life is beyond us. Stay Puft has the classic roasty qualities of a traditional porter whilst the marshmallow gives 

it a smooth sweetness. When someone asks you if this is a God amongst beers, you say YES  £5.20 

  

ROCHEFORT 8  9.2% Belgium 

Tawny in colour with a pronounced aroma, rich fruitiness and a dry spice, like that of cake. A balanced & smooth finish  £6.70 

  

YEASTIE BOYS GUNNAMATTA (CAN)  6.5% New Zealand 

A modern cult classic inspired by English & East Indies Pale Ale. Earl Grey Blue Flower tea generates an intense floral & citrus aroma with the quenching dry finish of an 

ice tea  £5.50 


